
Introducing CCIP – Digital Forge’s Crypto Crimes Investigation Platform

CCIP – A Unified and Integrated Investigation Platform leveraging 
two best of breed, world-class enterprise solutions

The global leader in case management and intelligent automation, Pega helps make better decisions and get 
work done faster. Pega’s pre-built Intelligent Investigative Case Management accelerates efficient case 
resolution and provides an automated audit trail to achieve compliance – all while reducing risk and improving 
quality. 

Pega Government Platform 
1.

Reactor is the investigation software that connects cryptocurrency transactions to real-world entities. Examine 
criminal activity, such as the movement of stolen funds, as well as legitimate activity like flash loans and NFT 
transfers.

Digital Forge’s CCIP makes use of Chainalysis’s Investigation API (IAPI) to retrieve cluster and exposure 
summaries, as well as related crypto addresses that can be further researched for inclusion in the case. 
Licensed Reactor users can launch the app from within Pega using SSO and continue the detailed 
investigation within Reactor.

Reactor from Chainalysis 
2.

Cryptocurrency investigations today need multiple systems, 
multiple agencies and adherence to numerous regulations 
and compliance requirements – each serving a specific 
purpose within the investigation. Swivel-chairing between 
case management and crypto research systems results in a 
lack of a cohesion, leading to delays and gaps in evidence 
acquisition, sub-optimal collaboration and inefficient 
processes.

Wouldn’t it be nice to use a single platform for managing the entire lifecycle of the 
investigation through intent-led processes?



Our Solution provides end-to-end Case Management in support of crypto investigations 
from Case Creation, through Evidence Acquisition to Adjudication and Forfeitures/Seizures.
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